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Automation and parallelisation of Oxidation reactions in liquid-liquid

slug �ows

Oxidation, one of the major synthesis reactions used in the industry to produce high-
value products, is also considered challenging as it often involves the use of potentially
toxic and expensive heavy metals or organic stoichiometric oxidants. Hence, the
use of cheap environmentally friendly oxidants like hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is an
attractive alternative. Relatively low selectivity and safety concerns have limited the
use of aerobic oxidation chemistry in �ne chemicals and pharmaceuticals industry.
Hydrogen peroxide o�ers several advantages in terms of product purity and atom
e�ciency while reducing waste generation. Conventionally, liquid-phase oxidation is
performed in batch or semi-batch reactors, but these processes can su�er from low
mass and heat transfer due to the low surface to volume ratios. The rate of mass
transfer is important in biphasic systems where the overall reaction rate is a�ected
by the rate of transfer of active species between the two phases.

Figure 0.1: Parallelized

Microchannels

Conducting multi-phase reactions in micro-reactors o�ers
short di�usion paths and large surface to volume ratios to
promote mass transfer and simultaneously permit e�cient
heat exchange. To reap these advantages on an industrial
scale, single reactor units are parallelised, increasing the pro-
duction volume. To reduce costs, central conveying units
paired with liquid distributing units are employed. An Ex-
perimental setup with parallelised micro-channels automated
to regulate volumetric �ow, slug length and phase ratio in
liquid-liquid slug �ow, has been developed.
The aim of this thesis, carried out in cooperation with the
Industrial Chemistry chair, is to parallelise and automate
the existing reaction system, involving oxidation of methyl
oleate to epoxides, alcohols, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, etc.
The feasibility of the reaction system in a continuous micro-
capillary reactor has been studied and automation of this
setup has been done to a certain extent. This work would
entail completing the automation and implementing control
architectures to precisely control reaction parameters and
product qualities. Data-based modeling, to automate the

prediction process of an optimal operating point for any generic liquid-liquid two-
phase reaction, could also be additionally studied. Gas chromatography is to be used
initially to check the product quality. Further, with the availability of sensors to
determine quantitatively product concentrations online, possibilities of a completely
autonomous plant setup, without any manual intervention are to be analysed.
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Masterthesis Timeline (26 Weeks)

• Initial familiarisation with topic (6 Weeks)

� Literature research - Reactions in liquid-liquid slug systems

� Introduction to Labview and existing plant operations

� Introduction to Gas chromotography

� Simple Batch/Continuous experiments to get a feel for the reaction system

� Evaluating existing work to implement control structures in the plant

• Automation of plant (8 Weeks)

� Studying parallelised capillary reactions and determining the product qualities
in a semi-automated plant

� Studying existing control system architecture for ideal systems and identifying
critical parameters to be changed

� Automating data collection and manual optimisation

� Validation of automated and manually operated setups

Halftime Review

• Automated optimisation and parallelised reaction operation characterisation (8
Weeks)

� Updating existing plant to accommodate automation of reaction characterisa-
tion

� Operation of the parallelised liquid-liquid slug �ow plant with reactions and
produce product to speci�cation

• Writing of thesis (4 Weeks)

• Additional tasks:

� Using the obtained experimental data, to develop a reaction model in MATLAB

� Testing the plant for a new reaction system


